FACT SHEET
HOLLYWOOD BOWL OUTDOOR LIGHTING PROJECT
SITE DESCRIPTION: The site of the Hollywood Bowl, nestled in the Hollywood Hills, was
chosen in no small part for its natural beauty - so it’s fitting that we
have a commitment to preserving that beauty and conserving the
Bowl’s natural setting. That commitment goes all the way back to
1924, when the Hollywood Bowl Association deeded the property to
the County of Los Angeles, and it continues today. The Hollywood
Bowl was the first amphitheater in California to be certified as an
Audubon Society Cooperative Sanctuary, based largely on its
environmental management plan and “green” practices.
LOCATION:

2301 North Highland Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90068

WHAT IT IS:

The Hollywood Bowl Outdoor Lighting Project includes removal,
replacement and new light fixtures around the Hollywood Bowl,
including the following areas: Bowl Seating Area, Peppertree Lane,
Box Office Plaza, Entrance Promenade, and Entrance Driveway.

WHEN:

The Architectural and Landscape Lighting Project on-site construction
began in February 2014 and is expected to be completed by June
2014, just prior to the summer concert season.

WHY:

This project is intended to improve the overall lighting experience for
patrons along entrances and pathways, and within the seating area.

The existing outdoor lighting, which has been installed over many
years, includes a wide disparity of styles, light levels and existing
conditions. This lighting project is intended to upgrade and update
the site lighting while also being integrated with the Bowl’s Design
Guidelines through the design element of lighting, bringing continuity
and visual strength to the audience experience after dark. Modern
LED lamps will be employed throughout the lighting design to realize
both energy efficiency as well as the benefits of long lamp life and
reduced maintenance.
PROJECT TEAM:

Design Architect:

Rios Clementi Hale Studios

Lighting Design:

Lightswitch Architectural Design

General Contractor:

Matt Construction Corporation

Project Manager:

Elaine Nesbit

Design/Build Electrical Subcontractor: A.J. Kirkwood & Associates, Inc
Structural Engineer:

Miyamoto Associates

WHO IS FUNDING
THE PROJECT:

This project is being carried out by the Los Angeles Philharmonic
Association. The majority of the funding for the project was provided
by the generosity of Los Angeles County Supervisor Zev Yaroslavsky.
The remainder of the funding was approved by the Los Angeles
Philharmonic Board of Directors.
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